Ahstmct: Colloidal crystals of completely deionized suspensions of latex speres are subjected to oscillatory and steady shear, as well as to homogeneous and inhomogeneous electric fields. Various resonant phenomena observed in such experiments are reported. Under very slow dc-flow (v, < 7 pm s-I) the crystalline solid moves with a plug-like velocity profile, and it is excited to resonances of vp3 = 7 Hz by alternating stick-slip at the walls of stick-slip frequency v,, = 3.5 Hz. At slightly faster Flow (v, [7] [8] [9][10][11][12] there is depinning at all walls and the crystal moves without vibrationaI excitation, whereas increasing the flow further, results in, first, grinding of the soIid into fine crystallites, and then, shear melting and a parabolic velocity profile [I, 61. 
Colloidal crystals axe prepared from highly chaxged monodisperse suspensions of polystyrene latex spheres in a continuous deionization circuit. Details of both materials used [I] and of the deionization setup [Z] axe given elsewhere. Resonant torsional and shear vibrations of crystals are detected by monitoring the amplitude of periodic shifts in the angle of Bragg scattered light as a function of hequency 133 (Lock-in technique or FFT-frequency analysis). From the resonance frequencies measured in a cylindrical geometry by periodic excitation the shear moduEus G of the suspension is calculated [4] . Assuming a screened Coulomb potential for the interaction of particles a renormalized charge \ number [5] is derived and is found to increase with increasing particle concentration c, . Under very slow dc-flow (v, < 7 pm s-I) the crystalline solid moves with a plug-like velocity profile, and it is excited to resonances of vp3 = 7 Hz by alternating stick-slip at the walls of stick-slip frequency v,, = 3.5 Hz. At slightly faster Flow (v, = 7-12 prn s-I) there is depinning at all walls and the crystal moves without vibrationaI excitation, whereas increasing the flow further, results in, first, grinding of the soIid into fine crystallites, and then, shear melting and a parabolic velocity profile [I, 61. When subjected to a weak homogeneous dc elertric field the crystal also flows through the cell in a plugllke manner. Doppler shift spectroscopy [7] in the reference beam geometry shows a splitting of the velocity peak, as depicted in Fig. la . In an l ac field two splittings may be observed, as shown in Fig. lb: one being that of the frequency of the applied field vaC [a] , and the other being independent of both v,, and field strength. An interpretation in terms of a resonant shear vibration seems tempting, but a rigorous light-scattering theory for this case stil! remains to be derived.
In the cyIindrica1 resonator with quadrupolar electrode geometry inhomogeneous electric fields are generated. A crystalline materia! subjected to these shows electrophoretic behavior. In addtion, resonant torsional vibrations are detected i f the suspension is excited by a low-frequency ac field.
